Differentiating between round and flat floor craters using machine learning
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Craters have been classified as flatfloored or round-floored based on their
floor appearance [1] . Flat floor craters
generally have a break in the radial
profile between the wall and floor which
can be used to differentiate between
round and flat floored craters [2].
Identification of flat and round floored
craters will allow us to extensively study
various conditions that led to different
morphology of craters. Figure 1 shows
examples of flat-floored or roundfloored craters with their DEM as well as
radial profiles. Although a number of
publicly available catalogues of lunar
craters exist but to the best of our
knowledge, none of these catalogues
provide a clear labelling of craters as flat-floored or round-floored craters. The craters shows
in Figure 1 are clear cases of flat-floored or round-floored craters which are easy to
differentiate visually but there are a large number of craters which are difficult to visually
differentiate between flat-floored or round-floored craters. In this study, we are using machine
learning based method for classifying the round and flat floor craters. In this method, features
are extracted from DEM images and further used by machine learning-based system for
classifying craters. Verification is done through extracting different characteristics of craters
as well as visual inspection.
Figure 1: Ortho images of craters with corresponding elevation profiles (Left column
corresponds to a round-floor crater located at (-22.21o,258.16o), Right column corresponds to
a flat-floor crater located at (0.95o,341.23o))
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